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Abstract. Let G be a locally compact group, and B a subgroup of the (topologized)

group Aut (G) of topological automorphisms of G; G is an [FIA]ä group if B has

compact closure in Aut (G). Abelian and compact groups are [FIA]£ groups, with

B=I(G); the purpose of this paper is to generalize certain theorems about the group

algebras and representations of these familiar groups to the case of general [FIA]£

groups. One defines the set 3Cb of 5-characters to consist of the nonzero extreme

points of the set of continuous positive-definite 5-invariant functions <f> on G with

<^(1)^1. 3cb is naturally identified with the set of pure states on the subalgebra of

.B-invariant elements of C*(G). When this subalgebra is commutative, this identifica-

tion yields generalizations of known duality results connecting the topology of G with

that of G. When B=I(G), Xb can be identified with the structure spaces of C*(G)

and LHG), and one obtains thereby information about representations of G and

ideals in Z-HG). When G is an [FIA]b group, one has under favorable conditions a

simple integral formula and a functional equation for the 5-characters. LHG) and

C*(G) are "semisimple" in a certain sense (in the two cases B = (l) and B = I(G) this

"semisimplicity" reduces to weak and strong semisimplicity, respectively). Finally,

the ^-characters have certain separation properties, on the level of the group and

the group algebras, which extend to [S1N]B groups (groups which contain a funda-

mental system of compact fl-invariant neighborhoods of the identity). When B — I(G)

these properties generalize known results about separation of conjugacy classes by

characters in compact groups; for example, when B={\) they reduce to a form of

the Gelfand-Raikov theorem about "sufficiently many" irreducible unitary repre-

sentations.

Introduction. The now classical theory of abstract harmonic analysis on com-

pact groups and locally compact abelian groups furnishes detailed information on

the structure of such groups, on their representations, and on their group algebras.

The attempt to extend this theory to other classes of groups leads quickly to the

study of groups with certain more general compactness conditions. The class of

[Z] groups (locally compact groups G such that G/Z is compact, where Z is the

center of G) was studied extensively by S. Grosser and M. Moskowitz in [11], [12],

and [13]; they have shown that in this class all the essential characteristics of the
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classical theory are preserved. There are two other classes to which one can

generalize much of the classical theory without extensive change. The first, [FIA]~,

is the class of locally compact groups G such that 1(G) (the group of inner auto-

morphisms) has compact closure in Aut (G), the topologized (see [2]) group of

topological group automorphisms of G. The second class, [SIN], contains [FIAY ',

[SIN] is the class of locally compact groups G such that G has "small invariant

neighborhoods" (that is, each neighborhood of the identity contains a neighbor-

hood of the identity invariant under 1(G)). The structure of groups in these classes

and others has been studied by Grosser and Moskowitz [10], Hofmann and

Mostert [15], Iwasawa [16], and Mostow [21].

The purpose of the present paper is to generalize certain theorems about the

group algebras and representations of abelian and compact groups to the classes

of [FIA]~ groups and [SIN] groups. Following an idea of Thoma [26] in the study

of harmonic analysis on discrete groups and of Grosser and Moskowitz [10] in the

study of the group structure, we shall in fact study groups in the more general

classes [FIA]B and [SIN]B (where in the definition one replaces 1(G) by the arbitrary

subgroup B<= Aut (G)). The basic object in our analysis is the set 3£B of ß-characters,

which we introduce in 2.4 for arbitrary locally compact groups G and arbitrary

subgroups Z?<=Aut(G) (when B = I(G) we write simply "3£"). In the definition of

5-character we use and extend the generalized notion of group character (of finite

type) introduced and studied extensively by Godement in [9].

When B = I(G) and G is compact or abelian (or in fact any type I group) then 3t

reduces to the set of normalized characters (in the usual sense) of the (finite-

dimensional) irreducible representations of G. In general [FIA]B groups (and to a

lesser extent in [SIN]B groups) 3£s plays the role of the set of these classical group

characters quite well. For example, when B~ is compact, the ß-characters can be

identified with the pure states on the C*-subalgebra of 5-invariant elements in

C*(G) (we denote this subalgebra by ZB(C*(G))). If in particular B = I(G), this

subalgebra is precisely the center of C*(G) (see 1.2) and •£ is therefore identified

with the maximal ideal space of this center. If B~ is compact and ZB(C*(G)) is

commutative, the 5-characters satisfy a functional equation, and if for example

B=>I(G) then they are characterized by it (see 4.4 and 4.12). In this latter case,

moreover, they are characterized also by an integral formula (4.10, and remarks

following 5.8). When G e [SIN]B, the 5-characters separate the closures of the

relatively compact 5-orbits (as well as the relatively compact orbits from the non-

relatively compact orbits), and form a separating family for LX(G) (see 3.3 and 3.6).

If B — I(G) and G is compact, these properties yield classical results about separating

the conjugacy classes; when B = (l) and G is arbitrary, they reduce to certain forms

of the Gelfand-Raikov theorem about "sufficiently many" irreducible unitary

representations.

Moreover, when G e [FIA]B one can use the properties of %B to prove various

results about the representations and the group and C*-algebras of G. For example,
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when G e [FIA]~ then 3£ is naturally homeomorphic with the structure spaces of

C*(G), so that Prim C*(G) is a locally compact Hausdorff space (see 5.3). If in

addition G is separable, and G is the space of equivalence classes of irreducible

continuous unitary representations of G in the Fell topology [5], then the following

are equivalent: G is a type I group; every element of G is finite dimensional; G is

a Hausdorff space (see 5.12). If G e [FIA]B then one can show (compare 4.7) that

L\G) and C*(G) are "semisimple" in a certain sense; in the two cases B = (l) and

B = I(G) this "semisimplicity" reduces to weak and strong semisimplicity, respec-

tively. When G e [FIA]B and ZB(C*(G)) is commutative, then G is discrete iff XB

is compact (see 4.3); if G is compact then XB is discrete, and one would expect that

here also the converse is true (these last results generalize part of Satz 3 of Kaniuth

[16a]).

The organization of the paper is as follows. In §1 we define the operator # for

[FIA]B groups, generalizing the definition introduced by Godement in [6] for

B=I(G). # is an idempotent norm-reducing map from L\G) (resp. C*(G)) onto

ZB(L1(G)) (resp. ZB(C*(G))). In §2 we introduce the ß-characters and give some of

their elementary properties, and in §3 we give the separation properties associated

with XB(G) for G e [SIN]B. In §4 we assume throughout that B~ is compact, and

show that 3EB can be identified with the set of pure states on ZB(C*(G)). From this

fact we derive some of the results mentioned above about integral formulas and

about ideals in L\G) and C*(G). These results depend in part upon recent results

of A. Hulanicki [15a]. From the description of $B it also follows that if ZB(C*(G))

is commutative, then £B can be identified with the set of positive-definite 5-spherical

functions on the semidirect product Gx„B~ (holomorph), and we can therefore

transfer some results from the theory of spherical functions (compare [8] and [14])

to our case. Finally, in §5 we restrict our attention further to the case G e [FIA]B ,

with B=>I(G). We discuss the topological properties of Gand Prim C*(G) mentioned

earlier, as well as other results on 3cB: for example, there is a continuous, open,

and proper surjection G -> $B, and XB is naturally homeomorphic with £/B~.

The notation in this paper generally follows that of [4], although we make the

following special notations and conventions. G will always be a locally compact

group, with modular function 8:G-^R + . The convolution product of the L1

functions / and g will be denoted /* g, and the involution will be denoted by V

where

r(X) =/^)5(x-1).

For the extension to C*(G), however, we shall write ab and a*, respectively. If /

is a function on G bounded on some subset K^G, we shall denote by the

supremum over x e K of |/(x)|. If a e C*(G), the norm of a will be denoted ||a||*.

If (peL^iG), we shall denote by P[<f>] the linear functional on L}(G) given by

P[4>](f) = jaf(x)'p(x) dx. If in addition (f> is continuous and positive-definite, so that

P[<f>] can be extended to C*(G) as a positive functional, we shall again call this
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extension P[<p\. <S> will be the set of continuous positive-definite functions on G of

norm ^ 1, while 3>0 will denote the set of nonzero extreme points of 0. If B is a

group operating on a set X, and      x, we shall denote by B[E] the set

{ß-x \ßeB,xeE}.

In definitions and notations concerning a subgroup B of Aut (G) (for example,

"ß-invariant" or "S-character") we shall, except where noted, omit the "5" if

B=I(G).

We note here two results of Grosser and Moskowitz which we shall have occasion

to use. The first is Proposition 2.6 of [10], and the second is Theorem 4.1 of [12].

0.1. Let G be locally compact. Then G e [SIN]B iff for every neighborhood U of

1 there exists a nonnegative continuous ß-invariant function hv such that ä,j(1)>0

and support («[/)c= U. These functions may be chosen positive-definite. It should

be noted that the family {hv} forms an approximate identity in the spaces L"(G)

(1 gp<oo).

0. 2. Let G be locally compact, B a subgroup of Aut (G). Then B has compact

closure in Aut (G) iff G e [SIN]E and G e [FC]ä (that is, the 5-orbit B[x] of each

point x e G has compact closure).

I should like to express my deep feelings of gratitude to Professor M. Moskowitz,

who originally stimulated my interest in harmonic analysis, and whose encourage-

ment and help have constantly been forthcoming through the writing of this paper.

I should also like to note here my appreciation of the many interesting and illumina-

ting discussions I have had with J. Liukkonen about the material presented here and

about many other topics in harmonic analysis.

1. The operator #.

1.0. Let G be a locally compact group, and let B be a subgroup of Aut (G).

If/is a complex-valued function on G, and ß e B, we shall put fe(x)=f(ß~1x) for

x e G; we shall write Ue for the linear mapping/ -» fß. It is clear that if /is con-

tinuous (or continuous with compact support) so is /", and ||/Ä||G= ||/||G if /is

bounded. For fixed /e A"(G) (the continuous complex-valued functions with com-

pact support) the map ß -> Uef is a continuous map of Aut (G) -> A^(G), where the

latter has the uniform norm. In fact if e>0, let U be an open neighborhood of the

identity in G such that xy~x e U implies |/(x)— f{y) \ <e. If K is the (compact)

support of /, let W= W(K, U) be the neighborhood of the identity in Aut (G) such

thatße wmß{x)x-1 e U and ß~ \x)x~1 e {/for all x e K. If ß e W, then ||/S-/||G

<e: for if xeK, then ^Oc)*-1 e U, so \f(ß-1x)-f(x)\<s; if ß~\x) e K, then

ßiß-^x^ß-^x-1) e U, so \f{x)-f{ß-1x)\<e; while if neither x nor ß-\x) is an

element of K, then f(ß~1(x))=f(x) = 0. Thus ß -> Uef is continuous as jS—»■ 1 in

Aut (G), hence ß    Uß is a strongly continuous representation of B on K(G).

We shall show that this representation extends to a strongly continuous repre-

sentation of B on LP(G) (1 ^p<cc) and on C*(G). For this, recall that we have a

continuous homomorphism A: Aut (G) -> R+ (the multiplicative group of positive
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real numbers) satisfying jafß(x) = A(ß) }Gf(x) dx for / 6 K(G) and ß 6 Aut (G) (see

[2, p. 75]). If g eLp(G), then \\gß\\p = A(ß)llp\\g\\p, so U" is a bounded operator on

Lp. Moreover, approximating by a continuous function with compact support, we

see from the continuity of A that, for fixed g e LP(G), ß gß is a continuous map

of Aut (G) into LP(G) (compare [2, p. 78]). Now, for C*(G), we show first that if

/eZ,1(G), then ||//J||* = A(ß)\\f\\%, so that £/* can be extended to abounded operator

on C*(G). In fact, \\fß\\* is the supremum over all n e G of \Hfß)\\. But

"if") = f /'(*>* dx = A(JS) f /(*)(*■ . /3)» dx = AOS)« ° £(/).
Jg Jg

As tt runs through G so does n ° ß, so the supremum mentioned above is precisely

A(j8) sup \\Tr(f)\\ (jt e C), or A(^)||/[[^. Again, approximating by an L1 function

then shows that ß    UB is a strongly continuous representation of 2? on C*(G).

We can therefore make the following definition.

Definition. Let G be locally compact, B a subgroup of Aut (G) and A one of

the spaces K(G), L\G), or C*(G). Then ZB(A) is the set of elements a in A such that

Ußa = A(ß)a for each 0 6 5. Moreover, if l^/><oo, then ZB(L"(G)) is the set of

elements feLp(G) such that U"f= A(j3)1/p/for each 0 e 5.

It is clear from the above discussion that ZB(.4) is a closed subspace of A, when

y4 is any of the normed spaces K(G), L"(G) (1 Sp<oo), or C*(G). Moreover, the

continuity of the representation ß -+ Uß and of the "modular" function A show

that ZB(A)=ZB-(A), and more generally that closed 5-stable subsets of A are

also B"-stable.

If A is one of the algebras A^(G), L\G), or C*(G), then ZB(A) is also a '"-sub-

algebra of A. This will follow directly from Lemma 1.1, in which we list several

relations which will also be useful to us later. LetL*: j^-fx-1 (resp. Rx:f^-fx)

be the left (resp. right) regular representation of G (where fx(y)=f(xy), fx(y)

=f(yx)). Then Lx and Rx, regarded as representations of G on L\G), can be

extended to strongly continuous representations of G on C*(G) just as the repre-

sentation Uß was extended. If a e C*(G) we shall write ax-i for Lxa, ax for Rxa.

1.1. Lemma. Let xeG, and ß e Aut (G). Then

(i) aßbß = A(ß)(abY (a, b e C*(G)).

(ii) (a*)ß = (aß)* (aeC*(G)).

(iii) (ax)*bx = a*b (a,beC*(G)).

Proof. It suffices to prove these relations when a, b e A^G), since they extend by

continuity to C*(G). If g e K(G), then

f'*g*{t) = f fß{tx)gß{x~')dx = f fiß-^t-ß-^g^x-^dx
Jg Jg

= AOS) f /(J8-1/.x)g(x-1) Jx = A03)/*g(,9-1O
Jg

= A(ßyj*gy(t).
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For (ii), we have

(rxß-'t) =fWTt^rMß-it-1),
while

t/TCO =/(J8-1?-1)S(/-1)-

In order to prove (ii), therefore, it suffices to prove that for t e G and ß e Aut (G),

S(ßt) = S(t), and this follows easily from a straightforward calculation. The proof

of (iii) is similar to that of (i).

In case B^I(G), then ZB(A) is a commutative algebra. In fact, it is obvious from

the definition that ZB(A)<=Z(A) (the set of a e A such that UBa=A(ß)a for each

inner automorphism ß), and Z(A) is the center of A, as the following proposition

shows. This proposition generalizes the known result that for G unimodular, the

center of L1(G) consists of the L1 functions / with f(xtx~1)=f(t) a.e. in / (the null

set depends on x).

1.2. Proposition. Let G be a locally compact group, and A one of the spaces

K(G), L\G), or C*(G). Then the center of A equals {a e A \ aB = A(ß)a for all ß e 7(G)}

=Z(A).

Proof. If 7t is any strongly continuous unitary representation of G, then

{ttx [ x e G} and {"(a) | a e A} have the same commutants in B{Hn). Moreover, if

xeG, and ß is the conjugation t x'^tx, then an easy calculation (extended by

continuity, if necessary, to C*(G)) shows that n(as) = A(ß)Trx-nr(a)-n-x. Suppose

first that a is in the center of A. Then 77(a) commutes with Tr(b) for each b e A, so

77(a) commutes with ttx for each x eG. The above identity shows then that n(aB)

= A{ß)-n{a), and since n is arbitrary, ae = A(ß)a. Thus a e Z(A). Conversely, if

ae = A(ß)a, then by the above identity 77(a) commutes with tt* for x e G and with

■n'V) for each be A. Thus a is in the center of A, since tt is arbitrary.

In the future we shall most often consider the case when each ß e B preserves

Haar measure; that is, A{ß)= \ for each ß e B. One sufficient condition for this is

G e [SIN]B (see [10, 2.4]), and, since G £ [FIA\E iff G e [SIN]B n [FC]B (by 0.2),

G e [FIA]B is also a sufficient condition. Of course, by the continuity of A, if each

element of B preserves Haar measure so will each element of B'. We review

explicitly our definitions and results so far in case A{B)=\. First of all, ||C/*/||p

Hl/L for/eLp, and || c7^a||*= ||a||* for a e C*(G). ZB(A) is exactly the set of

ae A such that aB = a for each ß e B; that is, ZB(A) is the set of 5-invariant elements

of A. If A is one of the algebras K(G), L\G) or C*(G), then (ab)B = aBbB for ß e B

and a, b e A. Moreover, if B = I(G), so that G is unimodular, then the center of A

is exactly the set of /(G)-invariant elements of A.

If G e [FIA]B, we can define a norm-reducing idempotent mapping # of A onto

ZB(A). We shall follow a definition for # introduced by Godement [6] in the case

that S = /(G) has compact closure in Aut (G). The elementary theory of such a #

operator on L\G) and C*(G) for G e [FIA]B extends and unifies the theory of the
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various # operators used by Grosser and Moskowitz in [13] and [11], by Segal in

[24], and by Thoma in [26]. The elementary properties of our # operator are the

analogues for the group algebras of results discussed by Godement in [9] for certain

von Neumann algebras.

Assume then that C7 g [FIA]b , and let dß be the normalized Haar measure over

the compact group 5". If/is a continuous function on G and x e G, we shall write

1.3. Proposition. Let Ge [FIA]B and let f be a continuous function on G; let

ß: G —>- C be defined as above. Then

(i) f# is a continuous B-invariant function. Iff is B-invariant, then f=f*. Iffis

left (resp. right) uniformly continuous, so isf*.Iffe K(G), then f* e K(G).

(ii) Iff is bounded, then ||/#||G^ ||/||G. IffeK(G), then \\f*\\a\\f\\i and ||/#|U
^ I/I*. If Fis a compact set in G, then \\f*\\F^ ||/||B-m.

(iii) If f is positive-definite, so is f#.

Proof. It is easy to see that the evaluation map Aut (G) x G —>- G is continuous,

since the topology on Aut (G) contains the topology of uniform convergence on

compacta (see [2, p. 58]). If Fis any compact set, therefore, B~[F] is also compact,

Applying the above relation to F={x} shows that/# is well defined and that if/

is bounded then ||/#||G;g ||/[|G.

It is clear that if the support F of/ is compact, then the support off* is contained

in the compact set B~[F], For the continuity, assume first that/is, say, left uni-

formly continuous, and let e > 0. Since G e [SIN]B we may choose a compact

^"-invariant neighborhood Fof 1 in G such thaty"1* e Fimplies \f(y)— f(x)\ <e.

Then for each ßsB~ we have ß~1(y~1)ß~1(x) is an element of ß~1V=V, so

y~1xe V implies \f*{y)— f*{x)\<e j* dß = s. Suppose now that /is merely con-

tinuous, and let xeG. Let V be a fixed compact B~ -invariant neighborhood of x

(for example, the 5"-orbit of a compact neighborhood of x). By Urysohn's lemma,

there is a (uniformly) continuous function g with compact support, agreeing with

/on V. Since V contains B~[y] for each yeV, g#(y)=f#(y) for y e V. Since g*

is uniformly continuous, /# is continuous at x.

It is obvious from the definition that if / is 5-invariant (hence B"-invariant)

then/=/#, and it is easy to see that if/is positive-definite, so is/#. If/e K{G) then

we have (since each ß g B~ preserves measure)

hence

\\f*\\F^    sup = ll/il
xeF.ßeB -

< 00.

f  f I/O?-1*)! dxdß=\  \ |/(x)| dxdß = WfW,.
J B    J G J B    J G
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From the Fubini theorem it follows that ||/#||1= For the other estimate, let

77 e G and let u, v e Hn. Then by the Fubini theorem we have

\<jr(f*)u, V>\ =    f f*{x)<TTxU, V} dx   =    f     f f\xKnxU, V) dx dß
Ja Jb- Ja

^ f    |<rr(/>, v>\dß£ Sup |<77(/>, v}\.
Jb~ BeB-

Considering now the supremum first over u,veHn with ||w|| = = 1 and then

over 0e 5-, we get Hf#)\\ = ll/ll*, so that \f*\^ \\fU.
It follows from the density of AT(G) in each of the Banach spaces L1(G) and

C*(G) that the § operator of 1.3 can be extended uniquely to a norm-decreasing

idempotent operator on L\G) and C*(G); its range, moreover, is precisely the

subalgebra of 5-invariant elements. This will follow from the next lemma, in which

A denotes either the space A^(G) with the uniform norm, or one of the Banach

algebras L\G), C*(G) in their respective norms. This lemma cannot be subsumed

under the results of [9] for [SIN] groups, and is false even for discrete groups with

a natural choice of # operator that reduces to the one given in 1.3 on discrete [FIA]'

groups (f#(x) is the average of / over the conjugacy class of x when this class is

finite, and 0 otherwise). In fact, as Godement mentions in the introduction to [9],

when G is discrete the bounded central functionals a on L\G) do not all have the

property that o-(/) = a(/#) for all feL\G) (consider a(f) = J,xeaf(x)), and this

implies that f* is not always in the Z^-closed convex hull of I(G)~[f].

1.4. Lemma. Let G e [FIA]b- If a e A, then aß is an element of the closed convex

hull of the set B~ [a] = {ae \ ß e ß-}.

Proof. We note first that, by the density of K(G) in L\G) and C*(G), it suffices to

prove the assertion for A = K{G) (then use the triangle inequality). Let / e A^(G)

and e>0. Let V be an open neighborhood of the identity in B~ such that ß e V

implies \ fB—/||o<£(t>y 1.0). Cover B~ by finitely many open sets0jF(/=l,..., n).

Let Bx=ßyV, and by induction, let Bk = ßkV-(B1 u- ■ u yVi). Then Bu ...,Bn

is a family of disjoint Borel sets covering B~, and, for each i, B^ßiV. If Af = measure

of Bi, then Af^0 and 2 A4 = 1. Then for x e G, \f*{x)~2 Kfß<x)\ <e, so that

ll/#-2 V'll0<«.

1.5. Proposition. Let Ge[FIA]B, and let A be either L\G) or C*(G). The

operation #onA is a norm-decreasing idempotent onto ZB(A). The following identities

hold.

(i) Ifa,beAandbeZB(A), then (ab)* = a*b, (ba)* = ba#.

(ii) IfaeAandßeB', then {aßf = a*.

(iii) If in addition B=>I(G), and a,b e A, then (ab)# = {bdf.

Proof. We already know that for/ 6 K(G),f# is 5-invariant, so that by continuity

afi is S-invariant for any a e A. If a g Zb(A), then the convex hull of B~ [a] reduces
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to {a}, so oß = a by 1.4. To verify the identities in A it suffices to do so in K(G).

(i) follows immediately from the first identity in 1.1, while (ii) follows from in-

variance of Haar measure on B~. For (iii), recall that in this case G is unimodular,

and let fige K(G). Applying the Fubini theorem, we get

(g        = f   f git-'Mt-ß-'x) dt dß = f git -1) f fit ß-'x) dß dt.
Jb-Ja Jg Jb-

Let yiy) = t~1yt for each y e G; then y e /(G)<= B, so translating by y_1 we have in

the inner integral

f   fit-ß~1x)dß= f   fit-yß-'x)dß= \ fiß-'x■ t)dß.
Jb- Jb- Jb-

Consequently we have, for the entire integral,

ig *f)*ix) = f    f fiß-'x-t)git -1) A rffl = (/* g)#(x).
Js- Jg

1.6. Corollary. If Ge[FIA]b, then ZB(K(G)) is dense in ZBiL\G)) and in

ZB(C*(G)), in their respective norms. In particular, if G e [FIA]~, then the center of

L\G) is || U-dense in the center o/C*(C).

Proof. Let A be either LliG) or C*(G). Let a e ZBiA), and let (/"„) be a sequence

of continuous functions with compact support such that ||/„ — a\\ ->0. Then by

1.5, \\fl-a#\\ = \f*-a\\ approaches 0, and f# eZS(A-(G)).
Given the existence of the § operator, the next corollary can be proved as Segal

proved the analogous statement for groups of the form A x K iA abelian, K

compact) in [24, Theorem 1.7]. This corollary is a special case of the more general

result 4.7.

1.7. Corollary. If G e [FIA]', then L\G) is strongly semisimple; that is, the

intersection of all regular maximal two-sided ideals is (0).

We gather here some more or less obvious facts which will be useful to us later.

The first assertion of 1.9 follows from the Fubini theorem and 1.8.

1.8. Lemma. Let G be a locally compact group, let 4> be a bounded continuous

function on G, and let a e Aut (G) be measure-preserving. Then P[<f>a]ih) = P[<f>]iha"^)

for h e L^iG). If in addition <j> is positive-definite iso that P[<f>] extends to a positive

linear functional on C*(G)), then the same statement is true for h e C*(G).

1.9. Proposition. Let G e [FIA]B. If AeL^G) and j> is a bounded continuous

function on G, then

P[¥Mh) = jB_ PWKh) dß = pmw.

If therefore <f> is also B-invariant, then P[<f>](h) = P[<p]ih#) for all hsL\G). Conse-

quently, if <j>, tp are bounded continuous B-invariant functions such that P[4>\, P[>p]
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agree on ZB(LX(G)), then </> = </>. Ifare in addition positive-definite, then all the

above statements hold with C*(G) replacing L\G) everywhere.

Let <€B denote the set of continuous bounded Ä-invariant functions on G, and

let 3PB denote the set of continuous positive-definite ß-invariant functions on G.

If E is any normed linear space, we shall denote its dual by E'.

1.10. Corollary. Let Ge [FIA]B. The map <j> -> P[tp]\ZB(L\G)) is an isometry

of tfß onto its image in ZB(L1(G))', and a homeomorphism for the weak topologies

(t(L'°,L1), o<Zb(L\G))',ZB(L\G))). Similarly, the map <j> -> P[<j>]\ZB{C*(G)) is an

isometry and a homeomorphism of SPB onto its image in ZB(C*(G))'.

2. ß-characters.

2.0. Let G be a locally compact group. If <f> is any continuous positive-definite

function on G, and A is either V-{G) or C*(G), we shall denote by M(<f>) the closed

left ideal {a e A | P[<p](a*a) = 0}. It is well known (see for example [4, 13.4.5]) that

if A\M($) is completed in the </>-norm <[a], [b]} =P[<p]{b*a) to the Hilbert space H$,

one obtains a strongly continuous unitary representation p of G on which

extends the representation px[a] = [ax-i]. There is a unique vector ue such that

P[<p](a) = ([a], u) for each as A, and [a] = P(a)u for each ae A. Thus u is a cyclic

vector for p, and for each x e G, <f>(x) = (Pxu, u}. Moreover, P[<p](a) = (p(a)u, u) for

each a e A; finally, a e M(<j>) iff [a] = 0, that is, a e M(<j>) iff p(a)u = 0.

2.1. Suppose now that B is a subgroup of Aut (G), and that <f> is also S-invariant.

From 1.1 it follows that if a, b e A, then P[<j>]{{bB)*aB) = A(ß)2P[<p](b*a). This shows

first that M(<j>) is 5-stable. Moreover, the strongly continuous representation

ß —»- UB of B on A (see 1.0) then induces a strongly continuous representation of B

on Hj, (we shall also denote this representation by ß Ub) having the property

that UB/A(ß) is a unitary operator. The vector u obtained above has the property

that UBu = A(ß)u for each ß e B. For if ßeB and aeA is arbitrary then by B-

invariance of <f> we have

<M UBu> = A{ßf{UB-\a], u) = Ära)8«**-1], u}

= A(ßyP[<p](aB-1) = A(ß)P[<p](a) = A(ßX[a], u) = <[a], A(j3)u>.

We shall denote by H# the set of elements v 6 H=H^, such that UBv = A{ß)v for

each 0 6/3. It is clear that //# is a closed subspace of H, and dim 1 since

w e H#. If 5 is a group of measure-preserving automorphisms, then H* is the set

of 5-invariant elements of H; by analogy to the case A{B)= 1, we shall always call

H* the y?-fixed subspace of H. We denote by L the von Neumann algebra in

.B^) generated by {px \ x e G} u {r/Ä | 0 e Ä}, and by F# the commutant of L.

It is easy to see that dim L*= 1 iff the only closed subspaces of H simultaneously

stable under p and U are (0) and H^.

One obtains, of course, two different Hilbert spaces by taking ^4=F1(G),

A = C*(G), but we remark that the canonical inclusion of L1(G) in C*(G) induces

a unitary isomorphism for the two spaces, intertwining with both p and U.
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2.2. If B=>I(G) then M($) has another interpretation; in fact M(0) = ker p. For

if p(a) = 0 then p(a)u = 0, and therefore a e M(<f>). Conversely, if a e M{<f>) then

ae 6 Af(</>) for each ß e B, and in particular for each inner automorphism ß(t) =

x~xtx. Thus p(aß)u= A(ß)px-ip(a)pxu = 0 for each xeG (see the identity in 1.2),

and since u is a p-cyclic vector, P{a) = 0.

If B = I(G) in the above, and G is unimodular, one obtains the "double unitary

representations" defined and extensively studied by Godement in [9]. Some of

Godement's major results can be extended, with minor changes in the preliminary

definitions and proofs, to the nonunimodular case as well. (Take " Vx" to be the

operator such that Vx[g] = S(x)[gx], " V" to be the operator J"f(x)Vx-i dx.) For

example, Iß is precisely the center of the von Neumann algebra generated by

{Px \ x e G}, so that// is one-dimensional iff p is a factor representation. Moreover,

since //contains a p-cyclic invariant ("central") vector u, the factor induced by p

is a finite factor [9, Theoreme 5]. Our preliminary results in this section extend some

of the techniques and results of [9].

2.3. Lemma. Let G be a locally compact group, and B a subgroup of Aut (G). Then

(i) IfxeGandßeB, then VsPxUs'r = Pßix).

(ii) If a e A and ß e B, then UBp{a)Ue~1 = A(ß~ 1)p(as).

Proof. We shall prove (ii) as an example. It suffices to consider a=feL\G),

and since the relation is preserved under the reduction A -» A/M(<j>), it suffices to

verify the corresponding relation when both sides are applied to an arbitrary

g eLx(G). But then by 1.1 we have (with some abuse of notation)

u»p{f)u»-ig = www-1) = (/*ge~y = Hß)-ir*g = A<rw%-

2.4. Let G be locally compact, and B a subgroup of Aut (G). Let <5B = <I>B(G)

denote the set of continuous positive-definite 5-invariant functions <f> on G with

<j>(l)Sl (here we make an exception to the convention mentioned in the intro-

duction; we shall always denote by <D = 0(G) the set of continuous positive-definite

functions ^ on G with ^(1)±= 1). It is easy to see that <f>s is a convex and weak*-

compact subset of the convex compact set <D. By the Kreln-Milman theorem,

therefore, d>B is the closed convex hull of the set of its extreme points. We shall

denote by 3£B=3cB(G) the set of nonzero extreme points, and call the elements of

dcB the /3-characters. The set 36 of (Godement) characters (in the terminology of [9]

and [4], the characters of finite type) is thus the set of nonzero extreme points of

the set of continuous central positive-definite functions <f> on G with <£(1)= 1-

If we introduce the standard partial ordering in 0B ("<p^ifi" means "ip-<pe $B")

and the notion of "elementary" relative to this ordering, then the usual proof

shows that, for <f> e <t>B, <f> is an element of 3£B iff <f> is elementary in $B and <p(l)=l.

Using this fact, it is easy to modify the standard Gelfand-Raikov arguments to

prove the following proposition.
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2.5. Proposition. Let G be locally compact, and B a subgroup of Aut (G). Let

<pe<t>B with </>(l)=l. Then <f> e XB iff dim Lfi=\ (that is, iff the only subspaces

invariant under the representations p and U of 2.0 and 2.1 are (0) and H^).

Proof. The only difficulty in modifying the standard proof comes in showing

that if )/i e <DB and </<^<£, then there is a positive selfadjoint operator Te B(H) of

norm ^ 1 such that TeL* and ijj(x) = <[Tpxu, u}. In the usual way one can find

Te B(H) with \\T\\ = 1, Tpositive and selfadjoint, such that for arbitrary Aj,..., Am,

p.1,...,p.neC,x1,..., xm, y1,...,yneG, we have

(U'^TU'pjt, Pyu} = A(ß)-\TUßPxu, UßPyu} = A(ß)-\TPßix)Vßu, PewUßuy

since </r is S-invariant and Ußu= A(ß)u. The linearity properties of the inner product

then show that Uß~1TUß= T on a dense subspace of H (the space generated by

{Pxu I x e G}) and therefore on all of H. Since in addition the usual calculation

shows that PxT=TPx for all x e G, we have Telß.

If B = I(G), then the above proposition shows (in view of the remarks in 2.2)

that <j> e X iff the representation P induced by <f> is a finite factor representation. In

particular, suppose G is a type I group, and let <f> e X. Then the von Neumann

algebra generated by {Px \ x e G) is a type I finite factor, hence is finite dimensional

(see for example J. Dixmier, Les algebres d'Operateurs dans I'espace hilbertien

(Algebres de von Neumann), Gauthier-Villars, Paris, 1957, pp. 97, 121). Since H0

contains a cyclic vector, Hp is also finite dimensional.

Let 3£fJn be the set of <f> e X such that the representation P induced by <j> is finite

dimensional. Then we have just shown that for any type I group, X(G)=Xnn(G).

Now Mm is easy to calculate in many instances. In fact, if tt is a continuous finite-

dimensional irreducible unitary representation of G (briefly, tt e Gfln) with character

Xn and dimension dn, then xJdn is an element of Xtin, and the map tt —»■ x%\dn

induces a bijection sp: Gtln -> 3cfin. (This fact was proved in [9, pp. 72-75] for

unimodular groups; with minor modifications, the proof is valid in the general case

also.) Therefore, if G is any type I group, then X is the set of normalized characters

(in the usual sense) of the elements of Gfin. In particular, this holds for any group

all of whose continuous irreducible unitary representations are finite dimensional

(so that G = Gfln), since any such group is evidently a CCR group, and therefore

type I [4, 5.5.2].

2.6. Proposition. Let G be locally compact, B a subgroup of Aut (G), and

</> e <PB with 4>(l)=l.Let A be either L\G) or C*(G). If Aim H*= 1, then dim Iß= 1

(that is, <p e XB), and P[<j>]\ZB(A) is multiplicative.

Hence if ß e B is arbitrary, and x, y e G, then by 2.3 and 2.1 we have

= <Tpe{x)u, Pß{y)u)xl>(ß(y xx)) = <P(y Jx) = (TPxu, Pyuy,
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Proof. Suppose dim H*= I, and let Telß. Then Tu e H#, since for any ß e B,

UßTu = TUßu=A(ß)Tu. Therefore Tu = \(T)u for some \(T) e C. Since TPx = PxT

for all x e G, we have TPxu = PxTu = \(T)Pxu, so by linearity and continuity T

agrees with X(T)I on H (since u is a p-cyclic vector). Therefore dimL#=l. If

aeZB(A), then Ußa= A{ß)a, so [a] e//#; but by 2.0, [a] = P(a)u, so P(a)u=\(a)u

for some A(a) e C. Since p is a homomorphism, A is a multiplicative linear functional

on ZB(A). But P[cf>]\ZB(A) agrees with A, since for a eZB(A) we have

P[4>]{a) = <p(a)u, u} = <A(a)w, w> = X(a)<f>(l) = A(a).

Suppose now that B=>I(G), and let <f> e <Ufl. Then ^ is a central function, so that

one can define as in [9] the bounded elements in H^: these are the elements w e H

such that there is an operator Vwb B(H) satisfying Vw[a] = P(a)w for all a e A.

If Hb denotes the vector subspace of bounded elements in H, then H" is dense in

H, and it is easy to modify the arguments in [9] to show that: (i) H" n H* is dense

in H#; and (ii) w -> Vw is a faithful linear map of H" n H* into Iß. In particular,

if dimL#=l, then dim (H* n //#)gl, so dim ff#^l; but 0/we//#, so dim //#

= 1. In view of 2.5 and 2.6 we therefore have the following proposition (a partial

converse to 2.6).

2.7. Proposition. Let G be locally compact, and B a subgroup of Aut (G) with

B=>I(G). If <f> e <DB with <f>(l)= I, then the following are equivalent.

(i) cf, e 36B.

(ii) dimL#=l.

(iii) dim H*=l.

One cannot, however, obtain a complete converse to 2.6, even for B = I(G), as

the following example shows.

2.8. Example. Let G be the (discrete) free group on two generators. Then each

conjugacy class in G is infinite, so that the center of L"(G) (1 5/?<co) reduces to

CS, where S is the identity inL^C?)- If <j> is any bounded function on G with <j>{\)= 1,

then P[<p] is trivially multiplicative when restricted to the center of L1. Now the

remarks following 2.5 show that any normalized irreducible finite-dimensional

character of G is an element of X, so that one can certainly choose two distinct

elements of X, say 8 and </>. If cf> = (8+ >p)/2, then <f> is central and positive-definite,

and </>(l)= 1, but <f> is not an element of X.

We conclude this section with a proposition about the relationship between

ß-characters of groups and 5-characters of subgroups; this proposition generalizes

Lemma 14 of [25]. If G is a group, N a subgroup of G, and/a mapping with domain

G, we denote by fN the restriction of/to N. If B is a group of automorphisms of G

and N is ß-invariant, then ßN is an automorphism of N for any ß e B; we shall

denote by BN the group of restrictions ßN.

2.9. Proposition. Let G be locally compact, and B a subgroup of Aut (G). Let

N<=G be an open B-invariant subgroup. If <l> e XBn(N), then there exists a x e 3£B(G)
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such that i/< = xn- Conversely, if in addition B=>I(G), then xn is a BN-character of N

whenever x is a B-character of G, and x^-Xn maps XB(G) continuously onto XB„(N)

(in the topologies of uniform convergence on compactd).

Proof. Let </> e XBn(N), and let tf>~ be the continuous function on G agreeing

with 1/1 on N and vanishing elsewhere. Then </>~ is a continuous /3-invariant function

on G, and an easy calculation shows that it is positive-definite. Let K be the set of

<j> e 4>B(G) such that <£w = iA- Then A'is nonempty (since </<~ e K) and clearly convex

and weak*-compact, hence contains extreme points. We shall show that any extreme

point x of A- is actually extreme in ®>B{G), thus showing that there exists a x £ 3£B

such that xjv = <A- For suppose x = A<^ + /x0 with <f>, 6 e ®B(G) and A, P positive non-

zero numbers with A-r-ju=l. Then •Ii = Xn = ^'Pn + p-^n, and <f>N, 0$ are elements of

<t>Bw(A/). Since <f> is extreme in ^Bs(N), we must have 4>n=0n=:<Ij> so that <p and 0

are elements of K. But x is extreme in K, so <f>=8 = x, and therefore x e 3£B(G).

Now, since N is open, Haar measure on N can be taken as the restriction of

Haar measure on G. This implies that the modular function S:G->/f+ when

restricted to N coincides with the modular function on N, and also, since N is

5-invariant, that the modulus A(j8) of ßeß<=Aut(G) equals the modulus of

ßN e Aut (A/). If now/e K(N), then the function/" defined as above is an element

of A"(G) (since /Vis open), and by the above, the map f ->f~ extends to an isometric

*-aIgebra homomorphism of L^/V) —> Ll(G). Moreover, if <f> is any bounded con-

tinuous function on G, and /eL1(N), then P[<pN](f)=P[<f>](f~). Suppose now that

<f> 6 <Dfl(G); let M(<f>) = {feL\G) \ P[<p](fv */>0}, and

N(4>) = if eL\N) I P[4>N](r *f) = 0}.

Then induces a linear isometry of Ll{N)jN{<j>) —> L1(G)/M(^) in the respec-

tive prehilbert norms, and this extends to an isometry 6 of Hts into H$. Moreover,

0 maps the 2?w-fixed subspace of H0S into the 5-fixed subspace of H^. For if

/e LJ(A/) is arbitrary, then

ou>»[f] = 01/"»] = [(/>»)-] = Kf~Y] = Ue6[f]

so that 8Uß«= Uß0 on H<?fl. Therefore if v is in the BN-W\td subspace of Htll we

have

Ue8(v) = euß"{v) = 0(A(ßN)v) = A(ß)0(v)

so d(v) is in the 5-fixed subspace of Ht.

Assume now that ß=>/(G). Then if ve 3£B(G), we shall show that xn 6 %bn(N).

For the B-hxed subspace of Hx is one-dimensional, by 2.7, so that ßN-fixed subspace

of HXll, which is always nonzero, must by the above considerations also be one-

dimensional. Consequently, by 2.7 we have xn e %bn(N). The first half of the proof

shows then that the map x Xjv of 3EB(G) -* £Bn(N) is surjective. The continuity

of this map is obvious.
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3. ß-characters and separation properties. Our first lemma can be proved

exactly as in [4, 13.6.4], using the Kxem-Milman theorem applied to Os.

3.1. Lemma. Let G be locally compact, and let B be a subgroup of Aut (G). Let

<f> e <pb with <j>(\)=\ (see 2.4). Then <j> is the uniform limit on compacta of G of

convex combinations 2"=i H-tXi, where xt e ^b/01" each i, and Pi^0, 2?-i

The following theorem generalizes (3.3) of [13], and as in [13] will be used to

prove the main theorem about separation properties.

3.2. Theorem. Let G e [FIA]f, let F be a compact set in G and f a continuous

B-invariantfunction. For each s > 0 there exist characters xi, ■ ■ ■, Xn E &'b and complex

numbers A1;..., An such that \f— 2"=i KxMf<e-

Proof. Given s>0, there are complex numbers cu ..., cr and <f>u ..., <j>T e O0

(see introduction) such that \\f— 2J=i cJ(pJ\\F<s (see [7, p. 47]). We may assume

that Fis ß-invariant, for if not it may be replaced by the larger compact set B~[F].

By 1.3, application of the # operator yields \\f— 2j c,<f>j\\F<e, since f*=f. Now

<j>](\)= 1 for each j, hence </>f(l)= 1; consequently we may apply the lemma to each

<j>f and obtain the required result.

We remark that in case B^I(G) the above proof can be somewhat simplified.

We shall see in 5.1 that in this case <f> e O0 implies <f># e 3£B, so use of the lemma is

unnecessary.

The next theorem has been proved for [Z] groups by Grosser and Moskowitz in

[13, (3.4)], for discrete [FIA]b groups with B=>I(G) by Thoma in [26, Korollar 4],

and for [FIA]~ groups by Kaniuth [16a, Lemma]. In their proofs Thoma and

Kaniuth use Bochner-Plancherel theorems which seem to depend on the com-

mutativity of the algebra of 73-invariant elements considered (see also [8]). Since

we are not assuming that ZB(K(G)) is commutative, such a Bochner theorem seems

unavailable; we have, however, various applications of the Kreln-Milman theorem

at hand (compare 2.9 and 3.1), and our proof will use these.

3.3. Theorem. Let G e [SIN]B, and x, y eG. If B[x]~ is compact and y i B[x]~,

then there exists <f> e XB(G) such that <j>(x)i^<j>(y).

Proof. Following a method of Thoma in [25], we shall consider the set F of

elements in G whose ß-orbits have compact closures. F is a ß-invariant subgroup

of G, and Fis open since G contains a compact ß-invariant neighborhood of 1.

Moreover, if BF is the group of restrictions to F of the automorphisms in B, it is

clear that Fe [SIN]Bf n [FC]Bp. By 0.2, Bf is compact; that is, Fe [FIA]Bf.

Suppose first that y e F. Then BF[y]~ =Bf [y] is disjoint from B[x]~ = BF [x],

and therefore by Urysohn's lemma there is an f e K(F) such that / restricted to

Bf [x] identically equals 1, and / vanishes on Bf [y]. Then /#(x)=l and /#(v) = 0

(where # is taken with respect to Bf). Since, by 3.2,/can be uniformly approxi-

mated on ßf[x]" u BF[y]~ by linear combinations of ßf-characters, there is a
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ye XBf(F) with xW^x(j)- If $ e 3£B(G) is chosen (by 2.9) such that <f>F = x, then

Suppose now that y $ F. Let V be a fixed compact symmetric ß-invariant neigh-

borhood of the identity, and let K= Ku B[x]~ V u KßLv-1]-. If/is the charac-

teristic function of K, then an easy calculation shows that /*/ is a continuous

ß-invariant positive-definite function on G. Moreover,/*/(?) = Haar measure of

Knt-1^ so/*/(x)>0 (since V^Kr\x~1K) while f*f(y) = 0 (since A"<=F).

Lemma 3.1 now shows that there is a ß-character <f> on G with <j>(x)j=<f>{y).

As a corollary we get a proposition which was first proved for B = I(G) and G

unimodular by Godement [9, p. 54]. For ß = (l) it is essentially the Gelfand-Raikov

theorem about "sufficiently many" irreducible unitary representations for G.

3.4. Corollary. Let G e [SIN]B, xeG, x^h Then there exists <j> e 3cB(G) with

In Theorem 3.3, the hypothesis that B[x]~ is compact cannot be dropped, as the

following example shows.

3.5. Example. Let G be the discretely topologized group GL2 (K), where AT is an

infinite discrete field. Kirillov has shown [18] that x e £(G) iff x has one of the

following two forms: (i) x is identically zero off Z(G), the center of G, and x

restricted to the center is a character of Z(G), or (ii) x(0 = 7T(det /) for any t eG,

where it is a multiplicative character of K. Now, let s and t be two nonscalar

matrices with the same determinant but different traces. Then s and / are not in

Z(G), so all characters of type (i) vanish at s and t. Similarly, all characters of type

(ii) agree on s and t. It is clear on the other hand, that the classes of s and t are

infinite.

We now turn our attention to L\G) and C*(G). Recall that, for G e [SIN]B,

each ß e B preserves Haar measure, so that ZB{A) is just the set of ß-invariant

elements of A when A=L"(G) or C*(G) (see discussion following 1.2). When

ß = (l) the following theorem yields a form of the Gelfand-Raikov theorem,

asserting that L1(G) possesses "sufficiently many" irreducible ^representations.

3.6. Theorem. Let G e [SIN]B, and let f e L\G).

(i) If Pitt (/v *f) = 0for all 4 e 3£B, thenf=0.
(ii) Iff is B-invariant and F[0](/) = O for all j> In %B, thenf=0.

IfG is amenable, or B~ is compact, then similar statements hold for a e C*(G).

Proof. Let T denote the regular representation of G on L2(G) (as well as the ex-

tension of this representation to L\G) and C*(G)). We notice first that if a e C*(G)

and T(a)g = 0 for all g 6 ZB(L2(t7)), then T(a) = 0. For if he K(G) is arbitrary and

g e ZB(K(G)), then T(a)(g * h) = (T(a)g) * h = 0 (the first relation holds when a is an

/.^function, and extends by continuity to C*(G)). Since, by 0.1, (A'G) contains a

ß-invariant approximate identity for L2(G), T(a)h = 0 for all h e K(G), hence T(a) = 0.

If a is actually an /^-function, or if G is amenable, this implies that a = 0. (For the
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equivalence of amenability with the fact that Fextends to C*(G) with trivial kernel,

see for example, F. P. Greenleaf, Invariant means on locally compact groups and their

applications, Van Nostrand, Princeton, N. J., 1969.)

The Krein-Milman theorem shows that we may assume in (i) and (ii) that <j> is

any continuous, positive-definite ß-invariant function. In particular, we may

assume that <j> is of the form <f>(x) = (Txg, g), where g e ZB(L2{G)), since an easy

calculation shows that such a <f> is continuous, positive-definite, and ß-invariant.

If a e C*(G) and P[<f>](a*a) = {T(a)g, T(a)g) = 0 for all geZB(L2(G)), then by our

first remarks T(a) = 0. Similarly, if a is ß-invariant and P[<f>](a) = (T(a)g, g) = 0 for

all such g, then T(a) = 0 (we may apply the polarization identity since 1.1 (i) shows

that T(a) maps ZB(L2(G)) into itself). This proves (i) and (ii) for/eL1(G), and also

for a e C*(G) when G is amenable.

Suppose on the other hand that B~ is compact, and let T be a faithful *-repre-

sentation of C*(G) on a Hilbert space H. Let v e H be arbitrary, and let <f>{x)

= {Txv, v) (where .v—>TX is the corresponding continuous unitary representation

oft?—compare [4, 13.9.3]). Then rf># is continuous, positive-definite, and 5-invariant.

Now, let aeC*(G) and suppose P[<f>#](a*a) = 0; then, by 1.9, P[<£#](s*a) =

J P[<j>ß]{a*a) dß (integral over ß^), and since by 1.0 the integrand is a positive

continuous function of ß, we must have in particular P[<j>](a*a) = (T(a)v, T(a)v) = 0.

Since v is arbitrary, a = 0. Similarly, suppose that a e ZB(C*(G)) and P[<f>#](a) = 0;

then P[<p](a) = P[<p](a#) = P[^)(a) = 0, by 1.9, so that (t(a)v,v) = 0. It follows as

before that a = 0.

We remark that for [FIA]B groups, ß=>/(G), the second half of the proof is

actually unnecessary. In fact, Leptin has shown [19] that if G e [FC]~ then G is

amenable.

3.7. Corollary. Let G e[FIA]B , and a e C*(G). If(a*a)# = 0, then a = 0.

Proof. If (a*af = 0, then, by 1.9, P[<p](a*a) = P[<p]((a*a)#) = 0 for all <j>eXB.

Therefore a = 0.

Theorem 3.6 has certain measure-theoretic consequences.

3.8. Proposition. Let Ge [SIN]B, and let xgG have the following properties:

B[x] is measurable with measure m>0, and ß[.v]" has finite measure nil. Then

m = mx.

Proof. Let 6, 0, be the characteristic functions of ß[.v], B[x]~ respectively. Then

by hypothesis 8, 0, e ZB{L\G)). Moreover, for each <j> e 3£B,

so that by 3.6 we must have m~18 = (m1)~181 except on a set Fof measure 0. Since

m>0, B[x] cannot be contained in T, so there exists a point y of B[x] such that

m-18(y) = (m1)-181(y). But 8(y) = 81(y)=\, so m=mx.
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3.9. Corollary. Let G e [SIN]B, and let x,yeG be such that

(i) B[x]nB[y] = 0.

(ii) B[x], B[y] are measurable with measures mx,my>0, and B[x]~ has finite

measure.

Then B[x]~ n B[y]~ =0.

Before going to the proof, we remark that for G e [SIN]B the relation "re B[x]~ "

is an equivalence relation. For clearly the relation is reflexive and transitive, so it

suffices to show that it is symmetric. Let t e B[x]~, let W be a neighborhood of x,

and let V be a ß-invariant neighborhood of 1 in G such that Kx<= W. Choose ß in

B such that ßx e V~H (since (efiW"). Then xeß-Hy-l)ß~xt*>¥^lß-H, so

ß"1* e FjccH/ and x e B[t]~.

Proof of Corollary 3.9. By the above remarks either B[x]~ equals ß[j>]~ or

their intersection is empty; we shall show that the former case cannot occur. For if

B[x]~=B[y]~, then the disjoint union B[x] u B[y] is contained in B[x]~. But

3.8 shows that the measure of B[x]~ =mx, so mx + mySmx, which contradicts

my>0.

An argument similar to that in 3.8 allows us also to supplement Theorem 3.3.

3.10. Theorem. Let Ge [SIN]B, and let x,ysG. If B[x]~, B[y]~ are disjoint

and have positive finite measures, then there is a <f> e XB such that <f>(x)^<f>(y).

Proof. Suppose <f>(x) = <f>(y) for all <f> e 3£s; we shall derive a contradiction. Let

6X and mx (resp. 9y and my) denote the characteristic function and measure, respec-

tively, of B[x]~ (resp. B[y]~). Since <f>(x) = P[<p](mx16x) and <f>(y) = P[<p](my-1ey)

for each <f> e XB, by our assumption and 3.6 we have mx19x = my16y except on a set

T of measure 0. Since mx>0, B[x]~ cannot be contained in T, so there exists

se B[x]~ such that mx1 = mx1ßx(s) = my16y(s). Now 6y takes on only the values

0 and 1, so that 6y(s)= 1 and s e B[y]~ n B[x]~, contradicting the hypothesis.

4. ß-characters and maximal ideals. In this section we show that the B-

characters of an [FIA]B group can be identified with the set of pure states of the

subalgebra ZB(C*(G)) of ß-invariant elements in C*(G). This will allow us to use

the powerful theory of C*-algebras to derive generalizations of some classical

theorems about compact and locally compact abelian groups. Before stating our

results, however, we recall some facts and establish some notation. If G is locally

compact and ß is a subgroup of Aut (G), then XB has the topology of uniform

convergence on compacta of G. By a theorem of Yoshizawa [4, 13.5.2] this topology

coincides with the weak*-topology on XB regarded as a subset of the dual of L\G)

(via the map <j> -*■ P[<f>]), and therefore also with the weak*-topology on XB regarded

as a subset of the dual of C*(G) [4, 2.7.5]. If ^ is a continuous positive-definite

function on G, we shall in this section often use p[<j>] to denote the restriction to

ZS(C*(G)) of the positive linear functional P[<f>].
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We shall assume throughout this section that G e [FIA]B. In this case we have

observed in 1.10 that the map <j> ->/>[</>] of <t>B into the dual of ZB(C*(G)) is an

isometry and a homeomorphism onto its image.

4.1. Theorem. Let G e [FIA]B. The map <f> -> is an isometry and a weak*-

homeomorphism of <t>B onto the set of positive linear functionals on ZB(C*(G)) of

norm = 1. Moreover, under this map XB is identified with the set of pure states of

ZB(C*(G)).

Proof. To show the first statement we must show that the map is surjective. Let

p be a positive functional of norm ^ 1 on ZB(C*(G)). Now ZB(C*(G)) contains an

approximate identity (see 0.1), so p has a positive extension to the algebra obtained

by adjoining an identity to ZB(C*(G)) [4, 2.1.5], and thence to the algebra obtained

by adjoining an identity to C*(G) [4, 2.10.1]. By [4, 2.7.5] this extension actually

comes from a positive linear functional on LX(G), hence there exists a continuous

positive-definite function </< such that p = P[4>]\ZB(C*(G)). If we let <f> = ^#, then also

p = P[<f>]\ZB(C*(G)) (by 1.9), and thus it follows that p is the restriction to ZB(C*(G))

of P[<j>] for some <j> e <I>B.

Now, let 4> e DB, and supposep[<f>] is a pure state; we shall show that <j> is extreme

in <1>B. For if (p = c(p1 + d<f>2, where fa e <t>B (i= 1, 2), and c, d are positive nonzero

numbers with c + d=\, then p[fa] = cp[fa] + dp[<f>2], and since p[<j>] is extreme, p[fa]

=p[<t>i]=Pl<p2]- The injectivity of our map then shows that fa=fa (i=l,2), and

since <f> is nonzero, <j> e £B. Conversely, let <f> e XB, and suppose that p[<p] is a convex

combination of positive functionals on ZB(C*(G)) (of norm S 1)- Since the map is

surjective we can assume that p[<f>] = cp[<f>1] + dp[(f>2], with c, d, fa as before; by the

injectivity, we have <f> = c<p1 + d<f>2. But <f> is extreme, so ^ — fa (/'= 1, 2), and therefore

p[<j>] is extreme.

Our first corollary follows immediately from the above and the elementary

theory of commutative C*-algebras (see [23, 4.6.12]).

4.2. Corollary. Let G e [FIA]B, with ZB(C*(G)) commutative. If cf>e<t>B, then

<f> e XB iff p[<j>] is multiplicative. Therefore, 3£B is a locally compact Hausdorff space,

homeomorphic with the maximal ideal space of ZB(C*(G)), and HB u (0) {in the

weak*-topology) is its one-point compactification.

We note that, in view of 1.6, ZB(C*(G)) is commutative iff the algebra of B-

invariant functions in Ll{G) (or in K(G)) is commutative. Of course, 1.2 shows that

a sufficient condition for this is that B=>I(G); this condition is however not neces-

sary, as simple examples show (compare 4.10 and 4.4).

The next corollary generalizes part of Satz 3 of Kaniuth [16a]; our method of

proof is quite different from his.

4.3. Corollary. Let G e [FIA]B, with ZB(C*(G)) commutative.

(i) G is discrete iff 3cB is compact.

(ii) If G is compact then XB is discrete.
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Proof. If G is discrete then the characteristic function of the set {1} is an identity

for ZB(C*(G)), so XB is compact. Conversely, suppose that XB is compact. We

show first that C*(G) has an identity. For ZB(C*(G)) is a commutative C*-algebra

with compact maximal ideal space, hence has an identity e (e is of course *-

invariant). If now a e C*(G), then by 1.5

[(ae — a)*{ae — d)f = e(a*dfe — (a*dfe — e{a*a)# + (a*cif;

since the right-hand side vanishes we may apply 3.7 to conclude that ae = a, so e

is an identity for C*(G). Now, pick /in A^(G) such that \e— /||*<1; then / is

invertible with inverse b e C*(G). Let T denote the left regular representation of G

on L2(G) (as well as its extension to C*(G)), and let h = T(b)f. We show next that

h*g = g for any g such that g = \v is the characteristic function of a compact

neighborhood V in G. For on the one hand, T(b)(f * g) = (T(b)f) * g- (this equality

holds for fixed g when b is an arbitrary element of L1(G), and extends by continuity

to C*(G)); thus h*g=T(b)(f* g) = T(b)T(f)g=T(e)g. On the other hand, T(e) is

the identity operator on L2(G), since on the dense subspace generated by functions

of the form r * s (r, s e K(G)) we have

T(e){r * s) = T(e)T{r)s = T(r)s = r * s.

Now suppose that G is not discrete, so that the measures of open sets in G are not

bounded away from 0. Then (by absolute continuity of the measure hxw dx, for W

a compact neighborhood of 1) pick a compact neighborhood U of 1 in G with

§D \h(x)\ dx< 1; let V be a symmetric neighborhood of 1 such that V2<^ (J, and let

g = Xv Then for almost all x in V, we have

1 = g(x) = h * g(x) h(y) dy
XV

\h(y)\ dy < 1,

a contradiction. Therefore G is discrete.

Suppose now that G is compact. It is easy to see that, for /e A"(G), T(f) is a

compact operator in L2(G). Since the ideal of compact operators is uniformly

closed in B(L2(G)), T(a) is compact for each a e C*(G). But Fis faithful on C*(G)

[4, 18.3.3], so ZS(C*(G)) is a commutative C*-algebra of compact operators on

F2(G). It then follows from the theory of dual C*-algebras (see I. Kaplansky, The

structure of certain operator algebras, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 70 (1951), 219-255,

and [4, 4.7.20]) that the maximal ideal space 3£B of ZB(C*(G)) is discrete.

We remark that Kaniuth has also proved that for G 6 [FIA] ~, if X(G) is discrete

then G is compact; his proof uses only the fact that the constant function 1 is open

in 3£(G). Now when B=>I(G) is relatively compact, it will follow from 5.8 that there

is a continuous map from X(G) to XB(G) such that the inverse image of 1 is 1.

Therefore if 1 is open in XB(G) it is open in X(G), and we therefore have a slight

extension of Kaniuth's result: if G e [FIA]B, B=>I(G), and XB(G) is discrete, then

G is compact. One would expect that the hypothesis "5=>/(G)" can be replaced

by "ZB(C*(G)) is commutative."
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From 4.2 it follows that when G e [FIA]B with ZB(K(G)) commutative, then the

ß-characters on G can be identified with the positive-definite spherical functions

on a certain semidirect product. In fact, let H=G x „ß~ (holomorph). Any con-

tinuous ß-invariant function/on G can be regarded as a continuous function /' on

H, bi-invariant with respect to the compact group B~ ; merely let f'(x, ß)=f(x) for

(x, ß) e H. If / has compact support on G, then /' has compact support on H.

Conversely, if/' is any continuous bi-invariant function on H, and /is defined by

the above formula, then /is continuous and ß-invariant on G; and if/' has compact

support, then / has compact support. It is clear that the mapping /->/' is a

bijective linear mapping of ZB(K(G)) onto the algebra Z'B(K(H)) of continuous

bi-invariant functions on H with compact support; and a straightforward calcula-

tion shows that the mapping is also an algebra homomorphism. Now the spherical

functions on H are by definition (see [8]) the (continuous) bi-invariant functions

<j>' on H such that P[cf>']\ZB(K(H)) is multiplicative. If we take the ß-invariant

functions <f> on G corresponding as above to the spherical functions on H, it is

clear that these are exactly the continuous ß-invariant functions <j> on G such that

P[<p]\ZB(K(G)) is multiplicative. In view of 4.2, therefore, the positive-definite

spherical functions on H correspond exactly to the ß-characters on G. We may

therefore apply the well-known theory of spherical functions (see [8], as well as

I. M. Gelfand, Spherical functions on symmetric Riemannian spaces, Dokl. Akad.

Nauk SSSR 70 (1950), 5-8; Amer. Math. Soc. Transl. (2) 37 (1964), 39-44) to

obtain the following supplement to 4.2 (see also 2.5 and 2.6).

4.4. Proposition. Let G e [FIA]B, with ZB(K(G)) commutative. Let <f> e <t>B with

</>(l) = 1. With the notation of 2.0 and 2.1, the following are equivalent: (i) <j>e XB;

(ii) dimL*= 1; (iii) dim H#=l; (iv) P[<f>]\ZB{K(G)) is multiplicative; (v) <f> satisfies

the B-character formula

(*) K*)Hy) = jB_ <p(ßx-y) dß    (x, y g G).

Moreover, ifG e [FIA]B, then ZB(K(G)) is commutative iff for each <j> e £B, dim H# = 1.

We remark that conditions (i v) and (v) are equivalent for any continuous bounded

ß-invariant function <j> on G.

To each ß-character we shall associate in a natural way a "maximal" ideal of

C*(G) (see 4.8; the situation of L\G) is discussed in 4.11). In order to do this, we

digress first to discuss certain properties of ß-stable ideals in LX(G) and C*(G).

Assume then that G e [FIA]B, and let A denote either L\G) or C*(G). If M is a

closed left ß-stable ideal of A, let M# be the set of elements a* for a e M; it is easy

to see from 1.4 and 1.5 that M* = M n ZB(A), and is therefore a closed left ideal

in ZB(A). On the other hand, if m is a closed left ideal in ZB(A), let Im be the set

{aeA I (baY em for all be A}; it follows directly from 1.1 and 1.5 that Im is a

closed left ß-stable ideal in A. We shall consider also two sets of "maximal"
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ideals. By JtB(A) wc shall mean the set of ideals maximal among the left regular

5-stable ideals of A. Jt(ZB(A)) will denote the set of regular maximal left ideals of

ZB(A).

The first part of the following theorem relating JlB(A) and J!(ZB(A)) was proved

in the context of von Neumann algebras by Godement [9]; our proof is essentially

patterned on his.

4.5. Theorem. Let Ge [FIA]B, and let A be either V-(G) or C*(G). The map

v. M -¥■ M# is a bijection of JtB(A) onto J((ZB(A)), with inverse m -> Im. Moreover,

for any subset F of JtB(A), hull (kernel v(F)) = v(hull (kernel F)) (the hulls are taken

in Jt(ZB(A)) and JiB(A), respectively).

Proof. We note first that if M is any closed left ß-stable ideal in A, and M is

regular with right identity e modulo M, then M* is regular with right identity e#:

for if aeZB(A), then by 1.5 we have a — ae# = aß — (ae)# = (a — ae)#, an element of

A/#. If M is a proper closed left ß-stable ideal, then M* is a proper ideal in ZB(A):

for if not, then M=>ZB(A), so that M contains an approximate identity for L1

(see 0.1), and since M is closed, M=A, contradiction.

On the other hand, let m be any closed left ideal in ZB(A). We show first that

Ift=m. For let (av) be an approximate identity for A, and let a e Im. Then ava -> a,

so (ava)#-+a#. Since (a^dfem and m is closed, aß em. Therefore (7m)#<=w.

Conversely, if aem and be A, then (ba)* = b*aem, so aelm. Since (Im)# = Imr\ZB(A),

a e (Imf, and therefore (/m)# = w. If m^ZB(A), then Imj=A, for otherwise m = (I^f

= ZB(A). If in addition m is regular, with right identity e modulo m, then e is a

right identity modulo Im. For let a, b e A; we shall show that [b(a — ae)]# e m, and

since b is arbitrary, a — aee Im. But by 1.5 and Ä-invariance of e, we have

[b(a — ae)]# = (bdf — (bae)# = (bdf — {bdfe em.

Finally, the two operations are connected also as follows. If M is a closed left

/3-stable ideal in A and m = M#, then A/<=/m: for if a e A/ and 6 e ,4, then

(6a)# 6 M# = w.

Suppose now that M is an element of JtB(A), and let m = M*. Then A/<=/m, so

by maximality M=Im. Moreover, by Zorn's lemma there exists n e ^(ZB(A)) such

that m<=/j. Since clearly ImcIn, and since In¥=A, we have In = Im=M. Therefore

« = (/„)# = M# = w. Consequently, if A/e^#B(^) then M* = meJt(ZB(Ä)) and

Conversely, suppose « e ^(ZB(A)). Then by Zorn's lemma there exists N eJtB(A)

with /n<=/V. Then « = (/„)#cN#+ZB(A), so by maximality N# = n and N=In.

Therefore /„ e ^B(/(), and (In)* = n. This completes the proof of the first statement.

Now let F be any subset of J(B(A). Then

kernel (v(F)) = p| (M n ZB(^f)) = / f|       n ZB(^)
^ Me.F \AfeF /

= (kernel F) n ZB(/1) = (kernel F)#.
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Moreover, let Nbe any closed two-sided ß-stable ideal of A. We shall show that

for m e Jt(ZB(A)), m e hull (N#) iff Im e hull (AO; since v(Im) = m this will show that

hull (/V#) = Khull (AO). But if 7m=>/V then letting n = N* we have n<^(Im)* = m; con-

versely, if ncmi then /nc/m, and since N<=In, this shows that N<=Im. In particular,

setting /V = kernel F we have by (*) that hull (kernel v(F)) = v(hu\\ (kernel F)).

When 5=5/(G), Theorem 4.5 has special meaning. In this case ZB(A)^Z{A) is a

commutative algebra, so J((ZB(A), is just the maximal ideal space of ZB(A).

Moreover, it is easy to see, using 1.5(iii), that if m is in J^(ZB(A)), then Im is a

regular two-sided ideal. It then follows from 4.5 that JtB{A) is exactly the set of

regular maximal two-sided 5-stable ideals of A. In particular, if B = I{G) then

^B(A) = J^(A) is exactly the set of regular maximal two-sided ideals of A: for it is

easy to modify the argument in [23, p. 321] to show that a closed left (right) ideal of

A is invariant under the left (right) regular representation of G on A (see 1.1), so

that a closed two-sided ideal of A is invariant under /(G). When 73=>/(G), therefore,

we can define a hull-kernel topology for both J((ZB{Äf) and JiB{Ä): for the former

this is well known since ZB(A) is commutative, and for the latter one can apply the

argument in [24, Theorem 1]. Theorem 4.5 now asserts that the map v is a homeo-

morphism.

4.6. Corollary. Let Ge[FIA]B, with B=>I(G). Then the map v of 4.5 is a

homeomorphism for the respective hull-kernel topologies. Moreover, the weak*-

topology on the maximal ideal space of ZB(C*(G)) coincides with the hull-kernel

topology, so that JtB{C*(G)) is a locally compact Hausdorff space.

Proof. For the second statement, we observe that the algebra ZB(C*(G)) is a

commutative C*-algebra, hence is isometrically *-isomorphic to the algebra of

continuous functions vanishing at infinity on the locally compact Hausdorff space

Ji(ZB{C*(G))) (in the weak*-topology) [23, 4.2.2]. But any such algebra has the

property that the weak*-topology on the maximal ideal space coincides with the

hull-kernel topology (see [23, 3.7.1 and 3.7.2]).

We shall see later that for G e [FIA]~ the set of primitive ideals of C*(G) coin-

cides with the set of regular maximal two-sided ideals (5.3), and consequently is a

locally compact Hausdorff space. Moreover, 4.5 implies then that C*(G) is central

in the sense of Kaplansky [17]; using Theorem 9.1 of [17] one then has an alternative

proof that Prim C*(G) is locally compact and T2.

In this connection, we remark that even the injectivity assertion of 4.5 is false

when G is assumed only to be in [SIN]. For example, let G be the discretely topol-

ogized free group on two generators. Then Z(LJ(G)) is one-dimensional (see 2.8),

hence has a unique ideal (0). On the other hand, Example 3.4 of [11] shows that the

intersection of all the maximal two-sided ideals in L\G) of finite codimension is

(0), and since FJ(G) is not finite dimensional, there are infinitely many such ideals.

Let G be locally compact and B a subgroup of Aut (G). If A is L1(G) or C*(G),

we shall say that A is strongly 5-semisimple if the intersection of all regular maximal
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left 5-stable ideals is (0). As we have seen, if G e [FIA]B and B=>I(G), then the

regular maximal left ß-stable ideals of A are exactly the regular maximal two-sided

ß-stable ideals. In particular, if G e [FIA]~ (so B = I(G)), then to say A is strongly

ß-semisimple is just to say that A is strongly semisimple in the usual sense (see, for

example, [23, p. 59]). The next result therefore generalizes 1.7. On the other hand,

it also contains the result that /^(G) and C*(G) are (weakly) semisimple (set

s=(D).

4.7. Theorem. Let G s [FIA]B, and let A be either L\G) or C*{G). Then A is

strongly B-semisimple.

Proof. Let R denote the intersection of all the regular maximal left ß-stable

ideals in A. Then 4.5 shows that R Pi ZB(A) is just the intersection of all regular

maximal left ideals of ZB(A), that is, the (weak) radical of ZB(A). Now, ZB(A) can

be identified with a *-subalgebra of bounded operators on some Hilbert space (for

A=L1(G) this follows from the injectivity of the regular representation on L2(G);

for A = C*(G) this is [4, 2.6.1]). By a result of Segal [24, p. 77n.], the (weak)

radical of ZB(A) is therefore (0), so R n ZB(A) = (0). Now ifaeR, then (a*of e R

n ZB(A), so a = 0. Therefore R = (0).

We can now establish the connection between 5-characters and "maximal"

ideals. If <f> is any continuous positive-definite function, and A = L\G) or C*(G),

then M(tf>) denotes the set {ae A \ P[<j>](a*a) = 0}, and we let m(<f>) denote M(<f>)

n ZB(A). We let rB(0) = M(<j>), sB(<p) = m(<f>).

4.8. Proposition. Let Gg[FIA]b, <pet>B, <£(1)=1. Then m{<j>) is in

Jt(ZB{C*(G))) <xf>e XB o M(4>) is in JtB{C*{G)). The maps in the diagram below

are bijections (v is the map of 4.5) and the diagram is commutative. Moreover,

if ZB(C*(G)) is commutative, then sB is a homeomorphism, and if in addition

B^I(G), then rB is also a homeomorphism.

Proof. Suppose first that <f> e <t>B with 0(1) = 1, and let p[<f>] be the corresponding

functional on ZB(C*(G)). By Theorem 4.1, <f>eXB iff p[4>] is a pure state on

ZB(C*(G)). But by [4, 2.9.5], p[<f>] is a pure state iff m(<f>) is a regular maximal left

ideal in ZB(C*(G)). In this case, moreover, M(<p) is a regular maximal left 5-stable

ideal in C*(G): for if m = m(<f>), M=M(<j>), and aelm, then {a*a)#em, and

P[<f>](a*a) = 0; thus Tm<=M, and since, by 4.5, Im is maximal, so is M. Conversely,

if M(<p) is in JfB(C*(G)), then, by 4.5, m(<j>) is in ^(ZB(C*(G))). This proves the

first statement, and the commutativity of the diagram now follows from the

B

^B(C*(G))
V

- ^(ZB(C*(G)))
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definitions. Now, by 4.1, the map <j> -> p[<f>] is a bijection of 3cB onto the set of pure

states of ZB(C*((7)), and it follows from [4, 2.9.5] again that p[<f>] ~> w(<?>) is a bi-

jection of the set of pure states onto Jt(ZB(C*(G))). Thus sB is a bijection, and since

v is a bijection (4.5), so is rB. Finally, when ZB(C*(C7)) is commutative, sB is a

homeomorphism by 4.2 (we may take either the hull-kernel or the weak*-topology

on Jt'ZB'C*(G))), by 4.6). If in addition B=>I(G), then 4.6 shows that v is a homeo-

morphism, so the same is true of rB.

4.9. Proposition. Let G e [FIA]B, and let C be a subgroup of B. If x 6 3£B r/ien

r/zere is a <f> e £c such that fa4 = x- Moreover, if <f> e <DC wz7/i <j>{\) = 1, //ze/z 0# = X !/J

Af(0) contains A/(x)in this case M(x) is the largest B-stable subset of M(<j>).

Proof. We show first that if <f> e 0>c, then M(<f>)=> M{fa*\ and in fact M{fa*) is the

largest 5-stabIe subset of M{fa). For let a e C*(G), and suppose that P[fa*](a*a) = 0;

then by 1.9 j"B- P[03](a*a) dß = 0, and since by 1.0 the integrand is a positive con-

tinuous function of ß, we have M{fa*) = (~\ Mifa6) (ß e B~), hence M(fa*)<= M(<f>).

Moreover, if M is any 5-stable subset of M(fa), then M^ M(<f>ß) for each ß, so

Afc: M(0#). Consequently, if x e and M(x)<= A/(0), then M(x)cM(0#). But by

4.8 A/(x) is maximal among the 5-stable ideals, so M(x) = Af(<?>#); this implies by

4.8 that fa* is actually in 3tB (<£(1)=1), and by the injectivity of rB that x = 4>*-

Finally, to prove the first statement, let x e HB, and observe that M(x) is a regular

left C-stable ideal of C*(G). By Zorn's lemma and 4.8 M(x) is contained in M(<f>)

for some <j> e Xc, so that fa* = x-

4.10. Remark. The previous proposition affords an integral formula for the

Ä-characters of G in terms of the C-characters, when C is a subgroup of B. In

particular, if x e 3cB then there is an irreducible representation »eG and <f> e <D0

associated with tt such that x = j"b- <//3 (set C=(l)). However, the converse is not

in general true; that is, <f> e Xc does not in general imply that fa* e £B, even when

ZB(C*((?)) is commutative. For example, let G be the symmetric group on three

letters, generated by a transposition x and a 3-cyclej, with xyx=y2. Let B<= Aut ((?)

be the subgroup consisting of the identity and conjugation by x. Then B does not

contain 1(G). Now if / e G (resp. r<=6) let S( (resp. 8T) denote the characteristic

function of {?} (resp. T). Then it is easy to see that if Y={y, y2}, then ZB(A) has

as a basis the family of characteristic functions (8U 8X, 8Y, 8xY), and also that

ZB(A) is commutative. Let it be the irreducible matrix representation given by

Let w = (l, 0), and <f>(t) = (Trtu, u). Then 0(1)= 1, <z>(x) = 0; and since {1} and {x} are

already 5-orbits, fa*(l)=l, fa*(x) = 0. Consequently,

P[fa*]{8%) = P[fa*](8x*) = F[0#](S1) = fa*{\) = 1

while [F[<zS#](SJ]2 = [0#(;t)]2 = O. Therefore P[fa*]\ZB(A) is not multiplicative, so by

tty
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4.2 0# $ 3cB. Note also that if <P(t) = (ntv, v) where v = (V2)-1(l, 1), then 0#(x)= 1

so 0#^0#. See, however, 5.1 for the case B=>I(G).

We shall now discuss briefly the corresponding ideal structure in L1(G). Here we

assume throughout that ZB(K(G)) is commutative.

4.11. Proposition. Let G e [FIA]B, with ZB(K(G)) commutative, and let <f> e 3>B

with 0(1)= 1. Then 0 e Xb iff M{4>) is in J(B(L\G)) (resp. w(0) is inJ?{ZB(L\G)))).

Moreover, the maps rB and sB below are injective, and the diagram is commutative

(v is the map of 4.5).

Proof. Let 0 e <1>B with 0(1)= 1. The proof of 4.8 shows that m(<f>) is in

M<ZB{L\G))) if and only if M(0) is in JSfB(L\G)). If 0 e XB then p[<f>] is multi-

plicative; thus m(<f>) = ker p[<j>] is a regular maximal ideal in ZB(L\G)), since for

feZB'L\G)),p[fa\{r *f)=\p[<f>](f)\2- Conversely, if w(0) is maximal, hence the

kernel of a multiplicative functional q, then ||q>|| = 1, since ZB(L\G)) contains an

approximate identity (0.1). Moreover, ker/?[0]=>w(0), since for any feL1(G),

\PW(f)\2^Pl<f>](fv*f) [4, 2.1.5]; since m(0) has codimension 1, ker/>[0] = m(0)

= kerq, so p[<f>] = cq for some ceC. But ||/>[0]|| = 1, so p[<j>]=q is multiplicative

and 0 e XB (4.4). The commutativity of the diagram follows from the definitions;

finally, the injectivity of sB (hence also, of rB) follows from 1.9.

It seems to be unknown in general whether with the hypotheses of 4.11, the

maps rB and sB are always surjective (where the ideals considered lie in L1(G), of

course, since for C*(G) the answer is given by 4.8). In view of the remarks preceding

4.4 this is equivalent to the statement that all the continuous bounded B~-spherical

functions on the semidirect product Gx„B~ (holomorph) are positive-definite, or

again, equivalent to the statement that each bounded continuous solution 0^0

to the 5-character formula (*) of 4.4 is a 5-character. A. Hulanicki [15a] has

recently given sufficient conditions for this to be so. Hulanicki gives his results in a

framework more general than ours, and we shall recast them for our purposes. If

G is a locally compact group, with Haar measure | • [, Gis said to satisfy condition

(C) if, for each compact subset A of G and c> 1, \An\ =o(cn) as n^-co, where

An={a1- ■ -an I a} £ A). Hulanicki observes that condition (C) is satisfied by [FC]'

groups.

4.12. Theorem (A. Hulanicki). Let Ge [FIA]B, and suppose G satisfies con-

dition (C). If <j>^0 is a bounded continuous B-invariant function and P[0]|ZB(L1(G))

is multiplicative {that is, if </> satisfies the B-character formula (*) of 4.4), then

0 e 3tB. If in addition ZB{L\G)) is commutative, then the maps rB and sB of 4.11 are

JtB{L\G)) *
V

Jt{ZB{L\G)))
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bijections, and sB is a homeomorphism for the respective weak*-topologies. In par-

ticular, the above statements hold for G e [FIA]B, B=>I(G).

Finally, we state a proposition which relates the question discussed above to

conditions which have been discussed by other authors (see [3] and [26]). For the

definition of terms in (i) and (ii) see [23, pp. 233, 216].

4.13. Proposition. Let Ge[FIA]B with ZB(K(G)) commutative. Then the maps

rB and sB o/4.11 are bijective iff both (i) and (ii) are satisfied.

(i) ZB(L1(G)) is symmetric.

(ii) Every (representable) positive linear functional on ZB(L\G)) extends to a

(bounded)^) positive linear functional on L\G).

Proof. Suppose first that (i) and (ii) hold, and let p be a multiplicative linear

functional on ZB(L\G)). Then p is positive and representable, hence is the restric-

tion to ZB(L1(G)) of a function P[<f>], for some continuous positive-definite function

(f>. By applying the # operator we may assume that <j> is also ^-invariant; then

clearly ||d>||0 = \\p\\, and since ZB(L1(G)) contains an approximate identity, \\p\\ —I.

By 4.4 it follows that <j> e %B, and therefore that rB and sB are surjective. Suppose

now conversely that sB is a bijection, hence by 1.10 a homeomorphism. Then (i)

holds, since each multiplicative linear functional on ZB(L1(G)) is of the form p[(j>]

(rf> e XB), hence positive. Moreover, if q is any representable positive linear func-

tional on ZB(L\G)), then there is a regular Borel measure n on J^(ZB(L1(G))) such

that q = J* p dfi(p) (see, for example, [23, p. 230]). Since sB is a homeomorphism we

may assume that y. is defined on 3£B; then 0 = {sB P[<j>] d^ifa) is the required exten-

sion of q to L\G).

5. The dual, the structure space, and XB.

5.0. In this section we shall consider the case G e [FIA]B, B^>I(G). In particular,

therefore, G e [SIN], so the left and right uniformities coincide, and G is uni-

modular. We shall be interested mainly in C*(G), so we shall henceforth denote

C*(G) by A. We recall [4, 3.1.1] that the structure space Prim A of A is the topo-

logical space of primitive ideals in the hull-kernel topology. Prim A is precisely the

set of kernels ker it, where tt is an irreducible continuous unitary representation of G

(extended to A) [4, 2.9.7 and 13.9.3]. Cr, the space of equivalence classes of these

representations, is given the inverse image of the topology on Prim A, by the

surjective map k: n —> ker tt. It follows directly from the definition that A; is a

continuous map which is open and proper. (We recall that a continuous map

f'.X-*- Y is proper if/is closed and/-1(v) is compact (not necessarily Hausdorff)

for each y e Y—see N. Bourbaki, Topologie generale (3rd ed. rev., Hermann, Paris,

1961), Ch. I, §10.2, Theoreme 1.)

(2) Any positive linear functional on a Banach algebra with approximate identity is bounded

and representable [27]. Since ZsCLHC)) contains an approximate identity (see 0.1) the words

"bounded" and "representable" in the lemma are in fact unnecessary.
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5.1. Lemma. Let Ge[FIA]B, with B=>I(G). If it is a continuous irreducible

unitary representation of G, then the operator-valued integral j"b - (tt ° ß)x dß is a

scalar multiple tt*(x)I of the identity, and tt* is in XB. Moreover, if<j> is any (elementary)

normalized positive-definite function associated with tt, then <j># = Tr* e XB. Therefore

tt* depends only on the equivalence class of tt in G, and the map tB: G —> XB given by

tB(Tr) = tt* is well defined.

Proof. Let Tx denote the operator defined above, let v e HM be of norm 1, and

let 4>(x) = (ttxv, v). If y e G then conjugation by y is an element of B, so it follows

directly from the left invariance of Haar measure on B~ that Txtty=ttyTx. Therefore

Tx is a scalar multiple ir*(x)I. Moreover, tt*(x) = (Txv, v) = <f>*(x), so that <j>* depends

only on the class of tt. To show that <j>* is in XB, we show that P[<j>*] is multiplicative

on ZB(A) (compare 4.2). But if a e ZB(A)^Z(A), then tt(o) commutes with tt(/3) for

each be A (since Z(A) is the center of A, by 1.2). Therefore Tr(a) is a scalar multiple

c(a)I of the identity, for some complex number c(a). Therefore P[<j>](a) = (tt(o)v, v)

= c(a)(v,v) = c(a), so P[<f>](a)I=Tr(a). By 1.9 we have also that, for aeZB(A),

P[4>*](a)I=Tr(a). Since tt is multiplicative, <j>* e XB.

It follows from the above lemma that if <f> and 0 are any two elementary normal-

ized positive-definite functions associated with the same irreducible representation,

then <j>* = ijj*e XB. We have already seen a counterexample to this when B^>I(G)

(4.10).
We can now determine the relationship of the characters to the structure space

Prim A. Recall that we have (4.8) a homeomorphism r: X^-Jl(A), r(<f>) = M(<j>),

where Ji(A) is the set of regular maximal two-sided ideals of A. Now it is easy to

see (compare [23, 2.2.9]) that each such ideal is actually a primitive ideal of A.

Consequently we shall regard r as an injective map of X —»■ Prim A.

5.2. Theorem. Let Ge [PIA]'. The map t: G—> 36 is a continuous, open, and

proper surjection. The map r: X -> Prim A is a homeomorphism onto Prim A, and

the diagram below is commutative.

X —r-^> Prim/f

Proof. We have already seen that r is an injection and that t is a surjection(3)

(let C=(l) in 4.9). If we show that the diagram is commutative, this will show that

r is a bijection (since k is a surjection). Let tt e G, and let x = 7r#J we must show that

ker tt = M(x). If v is an arbitrary unit vector in Hn, and <j>(x) = (nxv, v), then the

(3) The fact that t is a surjection was first observed in the case of separable [FIA]~ groups

by J. Liukkonen. His proof used the theory of direct integral decompositions and continuity

properties of the operator.
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lemma shows that <f>* = x, so, by 4.9, M(x)c M(<f>). Thus if a e M(x), then P[<p](a*a)

= \\Tr(a)v\\2 = 0 for all v, so 7r(a) = 0. Therefore M(x) ker 77, and since, by 4.8,

M(x) is maximal, we have M(x) = ker n. Thus the diagram is commutative and r

is a bijection, hence Prim A = Ji(A); therefore, by 4.8, /-is in factahomeomorphism.

The topological properties of / then follow from those of k mentioned in 5.0.

The first statement of the next corollary follows from the proof of 5.2, together

with 4.2 (or 4.6). The second statement follows from the definition of the topology

on G (see [4, 3.1.6]).

5.3. Corollary. Let Ge[FIA]~. The strong structure space J('A) coincides

with the structure space Prim A, and is a locally compact Hausdorff space. Moreover,

the following are equivalent: (i) G is a T0-space; (ii) t: tt tt* is a homeomorphism

ofG-^- X; (iii) G is a locally compact Hausdorff space.

The above corollary is of course false for arbitrary G e [SIN]. For example, if

Z2 is the cyclic group of order 2, let G = Äx„Z2, where the nontrivial element of

Z2 acts on R by sending x -x. Then G e [SIN], since R e [SIN]Z2; also, it is

easy to see from the Mackey theory [20] that each element of G is finite dimen-

sional. It follows, of course, that G is a Fj-space (inequivalent irreducible finite-

dimensional representations must have different kernels when extended to C*(G),

and each such kernel is a maximal two-sided ideal). On the other hand, G is not

Hausdorff by [1, 10-1]. The same remark could be made about the discrete semi-

direct product Zx, Z2, where Z is the group of integers.

Before turning to the study of XB, we state some propositions about the ideals

in L\G). The first generalizes Theorem (6.18) of [11] dealing with the maximal

ideals in the group algebra of a [Z] group.

5.4. Proposition. Let G e [FIA}~. For each tt e G the Lx-kernel

is a regular maximal two-sided ideal of L\G), and the map tt -> ker tt is a surjection

k'ofG^ Jt{L\G)\ Moreover ifir,ae G, then k'(n) = k'(a) iff tt* = a*.

Proof. If tt e G then, by 5.2, ker tt= M(tt*), so the same relation holds upon

intersection with L1(G). By 4.11, M{tt*) is then a regular maximal two-sided

ideal in L\G), hence also ker tt. This shows, moreover, that the diagram below is

commutative:

kerTr = {feL\G)\tt{f) = 0}

6

x
r

* Ji(L\G))

and since t and r are surjective (5.2 and 4.12), so is k'. On the other hand, since r

is injective (4.11), the last statement holds also.
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5.5. Corollary. Let G e [FIA]~, and let n e G. Then the closure in C*(G) of the

L1-kernel of n is just the C*-kernel of tt.

Proof. Let N be the closure in C*(G) of the L^kernel of tt. Then by [4, 2.9.7]

A^ is the intersection of the primitive ideals ker a (a e G) in C*(G) containing it.

If ker a^>N, then by the above proposition the L1-kernel of a must equal the L1-

kernel of n. Consequently tt# = <x#, so by 5.2 the C*-ideals ker tt and ker a agree.

Therefore A^=ker tt.

We now turn to the study of XB. We need first a lemma applying to arbitrary

locally compact groups G. If B is any subgroup of Aut (G), then B operates on X;

that is, cf>-^<pB is a permutation of X for each ß e B, and 0ÄiÄ2 = (0/J2)«i for all

ßi, ß2 e B.

5.6. Lemma. Let G be locally compact, and let B be a subgroup of Aut (G). Then

B operates continuously on 36.

Proof. We must show that the map (ß, <j>) -> <f>B is a jointly continuous map of

ÄxS^I (where we may assume that 36 has the weak topology). Let (a, i/>) be a

fixed point in B x 36, and let /6 L1(G). We shall show that if (ß, <j>) (a, iji), then

PWW^PWW- Now P[<Pß}(f)=P[<p]{fß~1) A(/3), where A is the modular
function denned in 1.0; since A is continuous, it suffices to show that P[4>](fB

-+PMU"-1). Now

\P[<p](fß~x)-P[<l'](fa~1)\ ^ |/WO-JW0_1)I + IPIW"'1)-P[W°-%

Since \\<f>\\ = 1, the first term is bounded by \\fß~1-f'1\\1, and when ß -> a, ß-1 ->

a'1, so the strong continuity of ß -*-fB (see 1.0) shows that this term approaches

zero. On the other hand as <z> —> tfi the second term approaches zero independently

of ß, and this completes the proof.

5.7. Proposition. Let Ge [FIA]g, with ß=>/(G). If <f> e X, then w(0) = 0# is an

element of XB. Moreover, if'0 e X, then 0# = </r# iff if, e B-[<p]={<f>B \ ß e B~}.

Proof. Let </>,<peX. In order to show that <f># e XB, it suffices by 4.2 to show that

the restriction of P[4>#] to ZB(A) is multiplicative. But P[<j>] and P[</>#] agree on

ZB(A), and, by 4.2, P[<j>] is multiplicative on Z(A)=>ZB(A). Therefore <?S# e XB. Of

course, if 0 e B~[<f>], then i/># = 0#. Conversely, suppose that y = 0# = i/r#. It follows

from 1.9 that M(x) = (~) M(<f>B) (ß e B~), and M(<P)^M(X). By the definition of the

hull-kernel topology on Prim A, M(4>) is in the closure of the set {M(<f>B) | ß e B~},

so that, by 5.2,0 is in the closure of B~ [cf>]. Since B~ is compact and X is Hausdorff,

5.6 shows that B' [<j>] is closed, so 0 6 B~ [</>].

5.8. Theorem. Let Ge [FIA]B, with B^>I(G). Let w be the map defined above,

and t, tB be as in 5.1. Then the diagram below is commutative, and all the maps are

continuous, open, and proper surjections. Moreover, w induces a homeomorphism of

X/B~ —> XB.
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G

Proof. Let neG, let </S = n» and x = ?„(*■). Then for aeZ(A), P[<p](a)r=rr(a),

and for a e ZB(A)<=Z(A), P[x](a)I=Tr(a) (see proof of 5.1). Consequently P[<p] and

P[x] agree on ZB(A), so, by 1.9, <f>* = x, and the diagram is commutative (of course,

this can also be derived directly, using the Fubini theorem). We show next that the

extended map of compact spaces w': 3£ u (0) -> 3cB u (0) given by <j> <j>* (0 -> 0)

is continuous (3£ u (0) and 3£B u (0) are compact by 4.2). For if <?SV, <f> e 3£ u (0)

and 0V -» 0 in the weak topology ctL4', ,4), then for any aeiwe have by 1.9

PM](a) = P[0v](a#)^P[0](a#) = P[ct>*](a).

Thus 0f <j>* in the weak topology <j(A', A) and w' is continuous. If now Fis any

closed set in 36, then F u (0) is a closed (hence compact) set in 3c u (0). The image

w'(Fu (0)) is compact, hence closed in 3fB u (0). But w'(F u (0)) = w(F) u (0), so

that w(F) = [w(F) u (0)] n 3£B is a closed set in 3£B. Therefore w is a continuous and

closed surjection. If x e %b then m>_1(x) IS a compact set by 5.7, so w is in fact a

proper mapping. It follows from 5.7 and the above, moreover, that w induces a

homeomorphism w*: %/B~ —> $B. Now the canonical map of H 3t/5" is open,

since if F<= 36 is open, then so is 5"[F] = IJ ß(E) (ß e B~). Therefore w: 3£ ->■ 3£B,

being the composition of an open map and a homeomorphism, is also an open map.

The commutativity of the diagram now shows that tB is also a continuous, open,

and proper surjection.

As an application of 5.8, let us consider the group G = Rn, and let B be the

orthogonal group On. Then G satisfies the hypotheses of 4.12, so the maximal ideal

space of the algebra ZB(L1(G)) of radial functions is given by 3£B (of course, it is

easy to verify 4.12 when G is abelian directly from 4.13, without using Hulanicki's

results, since here L\G) is well known to be symmetric). It is clear that for an

abelian group 36 = G (see also the remarks following 2.5), and from the above

theorem it follows that here 3£B is homeomorphic with Rn/On = R + . Thus the

maximal ideal space of the algebra of radial functions is given by the half-line

[0, co). Theorem 5.8 therefore yields another proof of a result of Reiter [22,

Lemma 3].

We remark also that 5.8 implies that a continuous function <f> on G is a B-

character, for B=>I(G), iff <z> has an integral representation JB- 4>e dß for some

elementary normalized positive-definite function <j> (resp. some 0 6 36). We shall see

in 5.11 that if tt e G is finite dimensional, then t(Tr) = xJdn (xn(x) is the trace of irx).

In this case, <j> = tt* iff (f> = d~1 |B - Xn dß.

We can use 5.8 and 5.2 to determine the inverse image by the map rB: G —> 3£B

of a 5-character y e 36B.
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5.9. Proposition. Let Ge[FIA]B, with B^I(G). If n,aeG, then tt# = o* iff a

is in the closure of the set {tt o ß | ß e B~} = B~ [tt\.

Proof. The sufficiency is clear, since tB is a continuous map and Haar measure

on 5" is invariant. Conversely, suppose tB(rr) = tB(o), and let t(n) = <p, t(a) = iji.

Then by 5.8 w(<f>) = w(>f>), so there exists ß e B~ with <P = 4>B. The calculations in 1.0

and 1.1 show that (ker tt)b = ker (tt o ß^1) and M(<f>B) = M(<f>)B; since the diagram in

5.2 is commutative, this shows that ker (a) = M(</>) = M(<j>)B = ker (tt ° ß'1). By the

definition of the topology on G, this shows that {a-} and {tt ° ß'1} have the same

closure, so a is certainly in the closure of B [n].

We can also use 5.8 to get the following supplement to Theorem 5.2.

5.10. Proposition. Let G e [FIA]B, with B^I(G).

(i) If P e Prim A, then P contains a unique ideal M in JtB(Ä). In fact, if P = ker tt

with tt e G, and \ = -n* e 3cB, then the unique maximal two-sided B-stable ideal of A

in P is M(x).

(ii) Let q be the map implicitly defined in (i). If tB and rB are as defined in 5.1 and

4.8, respectively, then the diagram below is commutative. All the maps are continuous,

open, and proper surjections (rB is a homeomorphism by 4.8).

, k
G —> Prim A

tB q

y y

x-B^ MB(A)

Proof. Let P be a primitive ideal, so that, by 5.2, P=M(<j>) for some </> e 3c (in

fact, <t> = r~1(P)). By 5.7, <f># e 3cB; hence, by 4.9, P contains the regular maximal

two-sided 5-stable ideal M(4>#), and M(<j>*) is the largest S-stable subset of P.

This proves (i). Now (ii) follows from 5.8, since (i) shows that the lower triangle in

the enlarged diagram below is commutative.

G ->■ Prim A

We conclude with some applications of the above theory to the case when G

consists entirely of finite-dimensional representations. We recall (see the remarks

following 2.5) that for any locally compact group G, the map sp-.rr^ xJd„ is a

bijection of G[ln -> 3£fln (where G„n is the set of finite-dimensional tt e G, 3cfln is

the set of <f> e 3c such that the cyclic representation p induced by <j> is finite dimen-

sional).
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5.11. Proposition. Let G e [FIA]~, and let tt g C7fln. Then ir# = dn 1xn (see 5.1).

Proof. Let (e1}..., eä) be an orthonormal basis for Hn, and let <f>i(x) = (Trxei, et).

Then i/-1x» = Z?-i d'^fa; but Xn is central, so applying # to both sides gives

<*_1Xi» = 2f=i d-^f. But by 5.1, 0f = 77#for each i, so d-\n = -n#.

5.12. Theorem(4). Le? C7e [7*7,4 ]". The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) G = G[in; (ii) C7 is type I; (iii) 3c = 3£fln. These conditions imply the following three

equivalent conditions, and if G is separable, then all six conditions are equivalent:

(iv) G is a T0-space; (v) t: tt —> tt# is a homeomorphism of G —> 3£; (vi) G is a locally

compact Hausdorff space.

Proof. We have observed already, in the remarks following 2.5, that (i) (ii)

=> (iii) for any G. Suppose now that 3c = 3cfim and let tt eG. Then tt is cyclic,

certainly, hence Hn contains a dense subspace whose dimension is at most dim tt(A)

= codim ker tt. On the other hand, by 5.2, ker tt= M(x), where x = 7T* e 3£ = 3cfin-

By construction (see 2.0), x e 3£fln implies that A/(x) has finite codimension in A,

so tt is finite dimensional. This shows that (iii) => (i), so all three are equivalent.

Moreover, if they are satisfied then by 5.11 the continuous closed surjection

t: G -* 3c of 5.2 reduces to the bijective map sp above, so that t is a homeomorphism.

Thus (iv), (v), and (vi), which are equivalent by 5.3, are satisfied. If in addition G

is separable, then these last conditions imply that G is a type I group [4, 9.1], so

all six conditions are equivalent.
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